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To a/ZZ whom it may concern,.- l _  

Beit known that I, LUTHER C. OROWELL, 
a citizen of the United States, residing at 
Brooklyn, county of Kings, and State 0f New 
York, have invented certain new and-usefull 

_ Improvemen ts Vin Wrapping-Machines, _fully - 

IO 

described and represented in the following 
’ specification and the accompanying’drawings, 
forming a part of the same. ~ 

This invention relates tomachines of that 
class employed -in~ wrappingnewspapers and 
other publications or’similar articles; i 
In_a machine constructed _in accordance 

with the invention a succession of independ 
ent papers or other 'articles .to be wrapped 
are advanced and enveloped in __ wrappers 
Wound spirally abo'ut the papers as they are 
advanced, the wrappers preferably being apr 
plied in thefform of a continuous wrapper-,_ 
web, so as to form a continuous spirally> 
wound wrapper-‘tube about the successive pa-` 
pers, which tube is afterward seve'red at or 
near the junction between successive papers 
and the wrapped papers delivered separately 
from ̀ the machine.- __  _ 

I "referably provide means whereby the 
papers as they are fed longitudinally forward 

I _ ,will be rotated, so that awrapper-'web, being ’ 
_ guided tothe papers at an angle to the line 
in which .the papers are being advanced, will 
be drawn forward by the rotary and longitu-v 
dinal movements of-the'papers and wound 

Íes 
_ 1- plied by suitable .pasting devices to one edge 

spirally thereon,'the edges of successive lay 
ers or windings of wrapper overlapping and _ 
being secured together by a line of paste ap 

.ofthe wrapper-web. »I preferably> employ 
feeding devices ̀ engaging the outside of the 

_ papers or of the wrapper-tube inclosing the 
40 papers, and such exterior feeding devices are 

. 'preferably mounted to rotate so as to form 
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paper feeding and rotating devices. Any. 
'suitable mechanism maybe employed ’for 
feeding the papers successively to the feed-` 
ing> and rotating, devices ; but I preferably 
employ feeding ̀ devices whereby the papers 
are advanced to the feeding and rotating de~~ 
vices transversely vto the »direction in which 
they are advanced by the feeding and rotat 
_ing deyices, and I preferably provide a‘rotary 
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pocket in line with and rotating in time with  
the feeding and rotating devices, into ‘which " 
the papers are-fed and from which as they ro- , " 

. tate _therewith they are advanced .by suitable 
means ~to the feeding and rotating devices. 
¿The pocket is preferably open on one side toÁ 
receive the lpapers as they are successively 
advanced transversely tothe axis of rotation 
ofthe pocket, Vas_the papers may thus be fed 
.into the pocket withoutl its rotation being in#l 
terrupted for retyeiving them'. For advancing 
the papers’ from the pocketlpreferably pro 
vide a reciprocating rotary pusher engaging 
thel outer end ofthe paper and advancing the 
,paper-'at the proper time from the poclget_._ 1_ 
thus. provide means whereby papers folded 
t0 the~ usuaLñat form~may be successively 

5.5 

fed to' the feeding devices of the wrapping _ .‘ 
mechanism proper at the desired intervals 
without the necessity of stópping'any part of 
lsaid.wrapping mechanism for thepurpose of 
receiving the papers.' _ ., 

, ,Means are preferably provided for severing 
the continuous wrapper-tube inc'losing theA - 
papers into paper lengths,_so that the papers 
may be delivered'froi?î the machine. ‘coin 
pletely wrapped and separated _one from 
another.v Any suitable means may be pro 
vided‘ for> this purpose; but I preferto pro 
vide means forperforating the wrapper-Web 
before itis wound about the papers, and then 
to separate, by means of a pair of accelerated 
breaking-rolls, the wrapper-tube on these 
-lines of perforation's, the web'bein g perforated> 
on the proper diagonal lines, so that'the lines~ 
of perforations in the wrappertube will be 
atright angles to the lengthf ofthe tube and 
at or near the junctions between 'successive 
papers. 

cutting or otherwise` injuringthe papers is 

their mev 
sired. j _ . . . _ 

‘ In being wound spirally onto a ñat paper 
the wrapper-web will be taken‘up unevenly. 

By. severing the wrapper-tube into 
‘paper lengthsin this'mann'er all danger ofA 
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"avoided and the papers may be Wrapped withv f 
ting ends as close >together as de` 

I -thereforepreferably provide a tension and V 
take~`up device acting on the wrapper-web as 
it advances to the papers which will compen 
sate for this uneven taking up of the wrapper# " Treo 
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web and maintain an even tension on the 
wrapper as it is advanced to the papers. 
A full understanding ofthe invention can 

best be given by a detailed'description of a 
preferred construction embodying the various 
`features of the invention, and such ade 
scription will now be given in connection with 
the accompanying drawings, showing such a 
preferred construction embodying the inven 
tion, and the features forming the invention 

_ will then be specifically pointed out; in the` 
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mechanism in-perspective. ~ 
vation of the wrapper-feeding mechanism.' 

claims. , 

 In the drawings, Figure 1 is a plan view of 
the machine. Fig..2 is a longitudinal sec 
tional view. Fig. 3 is4 a view taken on line 3' 
of Fig. 1 and showing the wrapper-feeding 

Fig. 4 is an ele 

Fig. 5 is an end view of the wrapping mech 
anism from the left in Fig. 1. Fig. Gis a sec 
tion on line 6 of Fig. 1.- Fig. 7 is a section 
on line 7 of Fig. 1. Fig. 8 isa section‘on line 
8 of Fig. 1.' Figs., 9, 10, and 11 are diagram 
matic sectional views showing the paper-re 
ceiving mechanism in diüerent positions. 
The various parts of the machine may be 

supported in any suitable manner, but arev 
shown as supported by standards A A’ A2 A3 
A4. Extending longitudinally of the machine 
and journaled in the standards A’ A2 A5 A4 is 
a main driving-shaft B, having fast and loose 
pulleys C C', and from which the various mov 
ing parts of the machine are driven. 

„ The papers having been fed successively to 
receiving mechanism hereinafter described 
are advanced to a pair of feeding-rolls a- a', 
journaled in a rotary frame b, by which rolls 
they are advanced between guides 10, car 
ried by the frame b, after leaving which they 
are enveloped by the Wrapper and then en 
tered between feeding-rolls a’ a', journaled in 

. a rotary frame b', by ~which they are advanced 
through a guide 1-1 to a third pair of feeding 
lrolls o." ct", journaled _in a rotary »frame b". 
The guide 11 is carried by and rotates with 
the'framesb’ and b". ` 
The rotary frames b b’ b” are preferably of 

circular form and rotatably supported by cir 
cular guides or bearings 12, carried> by -or 
form-ed by the upper part of the standards 

' A2A3A4, and said circular frames are rotated 
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from the driving-shaft B by gears 13, mesh 
ing with gears 14, .carried by said frames. 
Each pair of feeding-rolls a a and a’ a' and 
a" c.” carry intermeshìng gears 15 and are 
driven from a gear 16, journaled in the rotary 
frames and carrying a beveled gear 17, mesh 
ing with a beveled gear 18 on the shaft of one 
of the said rolls, the gear 16 meshing with a 
stationary gear or circular rack 19, carried by 
a-bracket 20, extending upward from the 
standards A2ASA4, as the case may be, so that 
as the rotary frames rotate about their cen 
ters the gears 16 will be caused, through their> 
engagement with the racks 19, torotate about 
their centers, thus _causing the feeding-rolls 
c an' a’ a,” a” to rotate. The circular racks 

. bar'26. 

19 are formed on the edges of rings which ex 
tend about and leave free the path of the ' 
paper. » v 

The papers œ are fed into the machine by 
feeding-tapes 23 and 24, which advance the 
papersv successively to a rotary pocket 25, 
formed, preferably, in sections carried by a 

The pocket, or each of the sections 
thereof when it is of the sectional form shown, 
is open on one side and is formed, preferably, 
with a wide side about equal in Width to the 
width of the papers to be wrapped, a closed 
side or bottom u, and a short side t, somewhat 

"less than hal-f the width of the side t, the :in 
side distance between the sides t and i; being 
about equal to the thickness of the papers to 
be wrapped. The bar`26 is supported at one 
end by the: rotary frame b, as shown in Fig. 
2,'an`d at the other end bya rotary sleeve 30, 
as shown in Figs. 2 and 7, the sleeve 30 be 
ing journaled inthe standard A' and rotated 
in time with the frames b b' b” from the shaft 
B by a gear 31, meshing with a' gear 32, c_ar 
ried by the sleeve. . ~ ' ~ 

The operation of receiving a paper in the 
pocket 25 will> be understood from Figs. 9, 10, 
and 11. Fig.v 9'shows the parts in position 
just as the paper has been fed to the pocket 
25 by the tapes 23 and 24 against the long 
side ofthe pocket and beneath the short side 
and bottom of the pocket, which is uppermost. 
Then as the pocket continues to rotate in the 
direction of the arrow the paper is further fed, 
so as to enter its forward edge between> the 
sides t and v of the pocket„this further feed 
ing being accomplished by the tapes 23 and 
24 as before until the rear end of the paper 
passesbeyond the roll 33„aroun'd which the 
tapes 23 turn. ' ‘ , » 

After the paperhas been advanced so that 
its rear end is no longer engaged by the tapes 
23 it is further advanced into the pocket to 
bring its front edge against the side lor bot 
tom u of thepocket by the feeding-tapes 24, 
which, as shown, are extended to rolls 34 on 
the otherside òf the pocket, the tapes pass 
ing between the sections of the pocket.> The 
tapes 24 thus continue to bear on the paper ' ' 
and feed it into the pocket afterit has.passed 
beyond the tapes 23 and continue to bear on 
the rear edge of the paper as the pocket con 
tinues its rotation. from the horizontal posi 
tion shown in Fig. 10 until it reaches the ver 
tical position` shown in Fig. 11, thereby in 
Suring the paper being properly' entered into 
the pocket. One or more circular guides 27 
are> preferably providedV to hold the papers in 
place in_the pocket as the rotation ‘of the 
pocket continues.- . » 

After a paper has been entered into the 
pocket its rear end is engaged by a pusher 35, 
carried by a rod 36, mounted to rotate with, 
but free to reciprocate longitudinally in, the 
_sleeve 30 and having its rear end mounted 
free to rotate`and reciprocate in the upper 
end of the standard A. The rod 36 is recip 
rocated by means of a rocking arm 37, hav 
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inga p_in entering »betweenthe' flanges of a' 
spool 438 on the rod and having a'bowl 39V en 
tering a cam-'groove in acam-cylinder 40, ro 
tatably mountedv between the 'standards A 
and A’ and formed to'rock the arm 37 to ad„ 
Vance the pusher 35 at the proper time to en 
gage the paper after it has been fed into. the ' 
pocket and advance it longitudinally ,of the 

" »,pocket to enter its front end between the 

2°. 

feeding-rblls a, by whichit is then advanced, 
as before stated, .between the guides 10. The 
cam~cylinder 40 is driven bya' gear 41 on' the 
sleeve 30, which meshes with a gear 42 on the 

_ cam-cylinder. ~ The feeding'of the papers into 
the pocket and the reciprocating of the pusher 
35 are so timed that successive papers‘will be 
fed to the feeding-rolls a and then advanced 
by the rolls a end to end and with their meet-v 
ing ends touching or with a desired spaee‘beé" 
tween them. ' i > ` ' n ' ' 

Since the~ feeding of a paper into the pocket 
' 2_5 cannot be begun until the preceding. paper 

. rear end entirely clear of the path of the pa- ' 

35 

has been advanced bythe rolls a to carry its 

pers as they are fed transversely into the> 
pocket, and since a short interval of time must l 
then elapse before the paper can be entered 
fully into the pocket in position tobe ad_ 
vanced by the pusher 35, it is evident that 
there will be a considerable’ space between 
the front end lof a paper when fed into _the 
pocket 25 and therear end of the preceding 
paper. In order to shorten this distance and 
cause the papers to be advanced from the 
feeding-rolls a‘with their meeting ends touch 
ing or at a desired short distance> apart, the 
pusher „35 .is reciprocated at a speed greater 
than that at which the papers are fed by'the 

. rolls-a, so as to cause the front end of a paper 
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as it is advanced by the pusher te catch up 
with the rear end of the preceding paper as 
desired. . ' 

After leaving the guides 10 the papers are 
' associated with a wrapper-web, which inthe 
machine _shown in the drawings is wound 
about the papers as a continuous or unbroken 
web to form a continuous wrapper-_tubeabout 
the papers', Ábeing guided to the rotating and 
klongitudinally-advancing papers at anangle 
to the direction ‘of movement’of the papers 

“ by any suitable means, but preferably by 
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feeding and pasting mechanism ,constructed 
substantially as follows: The wrapper-web 
y, coming from the web-roll, passes beneath 
guide-rolls 45 and 46, then vbaci; and upl be 
-tween feeding-rolls 47 and 48, turning on the 
roll 48, and passing over a spring-tension de 
vice to be associated with the paper.- As the 

l web passes about the roll 4S itis engaged' by 
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and receives a line of paste at one edge from 
a paste-roll 49, rotating in a fountain 50, the' 
roll 47 being cut away, as shown in Fig. 1,so 
as not to contact with _the paper at the edge 
where the paste is applied. It will be noticed 
that 'tlîe paste is applied to that side and edge 
of the Wrapper which, when the wrapper is 
wound about the paper, forms the inner side 

Afot‘th'e forwardr ledge _of ythe wrapper. ‘ 
feeding-rolls 47 and ~4S carry'intermeshing f 
gears 51 and are driven from a bevel-gear 52 70 
on the driving-shaft B, which drives a bevelf 
gear 53, mounted free to' rotate on the 'shaft 
of the roll 48, said gear carrying also a smaller' ' 
gear 54, which, through an intermediate 55, 
drives a large gear 56‘, fast on the shaft of the 
roll 47. This wrapper @feeding mechanism 
is arranged. so that the wrapper-web is ad- ' ' 
vanced to the papers at van angle‘î'as they‘ff' 
are'fed between the-_feeding-rolls a and ,the 
feeding-rolls af, so that as the papers advance 
and rotate the wrapper' will be wound about 
'the papers withits edges overlapping, vso as. 
vto be secured bythe paste which has‘been ' 
applied to the edge of the wrapper. 
Vpers as they are advanced by the rolls a’ and 

The ,ipa- . 

85 
into Vthe guide 11 will thus bein'closed in a. . 
continupus spirally-wound wrapper forming 
.a continuous wrapper-tube in‘closing thesuc 
cessive papers. __ _ _ 

= It will be seen that the papers may be ad 
vanced for wrapping with the ends-of suc 
cessive papers separated a sh'ort distance,_so 
that when the wrapper-tubek is severed, into 
paper lengths each paper will be‘ inclosed in 
a'wrapperrtube projectingï‘beyond the ends` 
of the paper to protect thepaper, or the pa 
pers may be advanced for wrapping with the 
ends of successive papers meeting orsubstan~ 
tially so,so' that whenthe wrapper-tube is sev 
ered. into paper lengths each paper will be in 
closed in a wrapper of substantially the length 

_ of the paper. _ _ l _ _ _ 

' For the purpose 'of pei-_foratingthe wrapper 
web for severing the wrapper-tube into paper 
lengths the roll 47 _is provided'with a diagonal 
perforating-strip 57 ,whereby as the web passes 
between the rolls~47 and 4S and at each rota 
tion of the roll 47 it will receive a line of per 
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forations diagonal to the length’of the web and ' 
at right angles to the direction'ofmovement 

. ofthe papers,as shown in_Fig. 1. The roll47 is 
of 'such diameter', according t'o the size of the 

- papers to be wrapped, that for each rotation . 
of the roll a length _of the wrapper'rweb will“ 
be advanced sufficient to ‘form a length of the 
wrappentube equal to the length of a paper, 
or'a little more if it be desired to deliver the _ 
papers with wrappers proj ectingbeyond'their 
ends. The feeding-rolls o." are driv'en- _at -a 
,slightly greater speed than ‘the rolls a and 120 
the »rolls a', so that 'when the papers inclosed> ' 
in the continuous but »perforated wrapper 
tube enterbetweenthe rolls a" after passing 
through the guide-tube 11“ the wrapper-_tube 
will be~ separated on the perforated lines and 
the papers delivered from therolls-a.” each 

£25 
with its portion ofthe wrapper-tube separatedv . 
from that of the next succeeding paper. ,One 
of the> rolls a." is preferably spring-pressed, . ' 
as shown, soas to insure. the wrapper and 
inclosed papers being tightly gripped for 
breaking the wrapper-tube. By thus perfo` 
rating the wrapper-web before igiswound j .Y 
about the papers and then'- breekjng the' 
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wrapper-tube on such perforated lines the 
Wrapper-tube is severed into paper lengths 

. without danger of injuring the papers how 

5 

»Is 

.so 
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45 

ever closetogether they are. 
The wrapper-web, as it is wound onto pa 

pers folded in the usual manner for wrapping, 
will, on account of the flat form of the papers, ' 
be taken up unevenl-y, and as the wrapper 
web is advanced from the feeding-rolls 47 and 
4.8 at a uniform rate Iprovide between said 
feeding-rolls andthe pointwhere the wrapper 
is associated withV the papers a spring-tension, 
and take-up device, preferably a tension-roll 
»60, which 'is shown as carried by a forked 
arm 6l, extending from a pivot-shaft 62, and 
under light tension by the coil-spring 63 to4 
bear against an'd take' up any slack in the 
wrapper-web and thus to maintain a constant 
even tension on the web, _ ' . .  

It will be understood that the invention as 
claimed is not limitedto the construction 
shown in ’the drawings as embodying the in 
vention and to which thev foregoing descrip 
tion has been mainly confined, but that it 
includes such' changes and modifications in 
the construction shown as are within ̀ the 
claims. . ' 

While the invention is especially intended 
for wrapping newspapers and other publica- " 
tions, ye't it is to be’ understood that it is not to 
be limited to such use, but that wrapping-ma 
chines embodying the invention or` features 
thereof as claimed may be employed for wrap 
ping _other articles for which they may 'be 
found suitable, the term “paper î’ beingused 
in the .claims to include all such articles. 
What I claim is- " - 

1 1. The combination of means for support‘- A 
ing and advancing a succession of independ 
ent papers, and means for windinga succes 

 sion of wrappers spirally about the successive 
papers _as they are advanced, substantially as 
described. '  « '~ 

2. The combinationof means for support 
ing and advancing a succession of independ 
ent papers, means for delivering the-papers 
successively to said supporting and advanc 
ing means, and means for Winding a succes- 
sion of'wrappers spiral] y about the successive 
papers as they are advanced, substantially as v 
described. 

3. The combination of means for support 
ing _and advancing a succession of independ 
ent papers, ~means for winding a succession 
ot wrappers spirally about the successive pa 
pers as they are advanced, and pasting-de' 
vices for applying a line of paste to one edge 
of the wrappers for securing together the suc 
cessive windings of the wrappers, substan 
tially as described. - ' ` - 

4.'. The combination of means for support 
ing and advancing a succession of independ 
ent papers, means for winding a continuous 
wrapper-web about the papers as they are ad 
vanced to form a continuous spirally-wound 

` wrapper-tube inclosing the papers, and means 
-for _severing the wrapper-tube at or near the 

ing, rot 

junction betweensuccessive papers, substan 
tially. as described. ' _ . _ 

5.- Thecombination of means for support 
ing, rotating and advancing a succession of 
independent papers; and means .for guiding 
a succession of wrappers to the rotating and 
longitudinally-advancing papers at an angle 
to spirally wind the wrappers about the pa 
pers, substantially as described. « 

' .6. lThe combination of means for support 
ing, rotating and advancing a succession of 
independent papers, means for guiding a con 
tinuous wrapper-Web to the rotating and lon 
gitudinally-advancing papers at an angle to 
form a continuous spirally-wound wrapper 
tube about ,the'papers, and means for sever 
ing the .Wrapper-tube at or near the junction 
between successive papers, substantially’as 
described. y _ . - 

7. The combination of means for support 
ing, rotating and advancing a succession of 
independent papers, means for delivering the 
papers successively to s’aid supporting, rotat 
ing and advancing means, and means for guid 
ing a succession of wrappers to the rotating 
and longitudinally-advancing papers at an 
angle to spirally Vwind‘the wra p pers about the 
papers, substantially as described. 

8. The combination of means for support 
ing, rotating and advancing a succession of 
independent papers, means for delivering the 
papers successively to said supporting, rotat 
ingv and advancing means, means for guiding 
a succession of Wrappers to the rotating and 
longitudinally-admncing papers at ̀ an angle 
to spirally wind the wrappers about the pa 
pers, and pasting _devices for applying a line 
>of paste to one edge of the wrappers for se 
curing together the successive windings of the 
wrappers, substantially as described. 

9. The combination of means for support 
ing, rotating and advancing a succession of 
independent papers, devices for advancing 
the papers in a direction transverse to the di 
rection in which they are fed by said support. 
ing, rotating and advancing means and de 
livering the papers successively to said sup 
porting, rotating and advancing means, and 
means for guiding a succession of wrappers 
to lthe rotating and longitudinally-advancing 
papers at an angle lto spirally wind the wrap 
pers about the papers, substantially as de 
scribed. . .. 

l0. Táie combination of means for support 
ting and advancing a succession of 

independent papers, a rotary pocket from 
which the papers are delivered longitudinally 
to said supporting, rotating and advancing 
means, and means for guiding asuccession 
of wrappers to the rotating and longitudi 
nally-advancing papers at an angle to spi. 
rally wind the~ wrappers about the papers, 
substantially as described.  

11. The combination of means for support 
ing, rotating and advancing a succession of 
independent papers, a rotary pocket, feeding 
devices for advancing the papers successively 
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into said pockettransversely to the axis of 
rotation of the pocket, means for advancing 
the papers longitudinally of s‘aidl'axis from 
the pocket to said paper supporting, rotating 
and advancing means,`and means forguidin 
a succession of lWrappers'to the rotating an 
longitudinally-advancingy papers at an angle 
to spirally wind the ‘wrappers about the'pa» 
pers„si1bstantially. as described. - 

12. The combination of _means for support 
ing', rotating and advancing a succession of 
independent papers, a rotary pocket, feeding 

Y devices for advancing the'papers successively 

20 

into the pocket transversely to the axis of ro 
tation of the pocket, a pusher for advancing 
the papers longitudinally of saidaxis from 
the pocket to ~said papersupportìng, rotating 
and advancing means, and means for guiding 
a succession of Wrappers to the rotating‘and 
longitudinally-advancing papers at an angle 
to' spirally wind the wrappers about the pa 

'i pers, substantially as described. 

'30. 

~ 13. The combination of means for support 
ing, rotating and advancing a succession ìof 
independent papers, a rotary pocket, feeding . 

' devices for advancing the'papers successively, 
'into t-he pocket transversely to the axis of >ro-> 
tation of t-he pocket, a pusher for advancing 
_the papers longitudinally of said axis from 
the pocket to said paper supporting, rotating 
and advancing m' ans and advancing the pa 

. pers faster thanthey are advanced by said 

35 

paper supporting, rotating and advancing 
means, and means for guiding a successionV 
of wrappers to the rotating and longitudi 

` nally-advancing papers at an Iangle -to spi 
rally wlnd'the Wrappers-about ’the papers, 

, substantially-as described. 
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14j. The combination ’of means forsupp‘ort-j 
ing, rotating and advancing a succession of 
independent papers, a rotary pocket from 
"which the papers are delivered- to' said 'sup 
porting, rotating and advancing means, feed-_ 
ing devices for advancing the‘- papers succes 
sively to the pocket transversely'to the axis 
óf rotation of the pocket,L feeding-tapes for 
completing the feeding of the papers into the 
pocket, and means for gui'ding a succession of 

« wrappers to the rotating 'and longitudinally 
advancing papers at an angle to spirally wind 
the wrappers' about the papers,»substantially 
as described. 

15. The combination of a> rotary pocket, 
feeding devices for advancing papers succes 
sively into the pocket transversely to the' axis 
of rotation of the pocket, and means for ad 

’ vancing the papers longitudinally of said axis 
’from the pocket, substantially as described. 
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16. The combination of a rotary pocket 
having a long side t and a short side v, feed 
ing devices for'advancing the papers succes 
sively into the pocket transversely to the axis 
of rotation of the pocket, and feeding-tapes 
24 engaging the paper-on the side of the poclzet 
having the short side 'n to complete the feed 
ing of the papers into the pocket,substantial1y 
as described. ` 

’ ,-17. The combination with a pair of feeding? 
rolls a mounted in a rotating frame, of a ro. 
tary pocket whose axis of rotation 'coincides 
-with the axis of rotation of ~said frame, and a 
rotary pushenfor advancing a paper'longitu- 
dinally of said axis fromthe pocket to -said 
feeding-rolls, substantially as described. 
18.»The combination of ' the rotary pocket 

25,l feeding-tapes 23 and 24 running trans-v 
versely to the axis of rotation of the pocket, 
the feeding-.tapes 24 being extended beyond 
the pocket to complete the feeding of papers 
into the pocket, and means for advancing the 
papers longitudinally of said axis from the 
pocket, substantially as described. - 

19. Thev combination of the rotary pocke 
_25 formed in sections, feeding devices for ad 
vancing papers into the pocket transversely 
to the axis of .rotation of the pocket, feeding 
_tapes24 extending between .the sections of 
the pocket to complete the feeding ofthe pa 

‘ pers into the pocket, and _means for advanc 
` ing thefp'apers longitudinally of said axis from 
the pocket, substantially as described. _ 

20. The combination of the rotary pocket 
25, feeding devices for advancing papers into 
the pocket transversely to the axis ofrota 
'tion of the pocket, a gnide_27_,and meansfor 
advancing »the papers longitudinally of said 
axis ¿from the pocket, substantially as de 
scribed'. _ _ _ _ 

21. In a machine'for Wrapping newspapers 
andsimilar articles; the combination of exte 
rior paper-feeding devices for advancing a 
succession ofindependent papers, _and means 
for winding a succession of wrappers spirally 

" about the successive papers as theyare ad 
vanced, substantially as described. 

22. In a'machine for wrapping newspapers 
and similar articles, the combinationof exte 
rior paper-feeding devices for advancing a 
succession of independent papers, means for 
winding a continuous wrapper-Web about the 
papers »as they are advanced to form a con-1 

' tinuous spirally-wound wrapper-tube inclos 
'ing the papers, and means for severing the 
Wrapper-tube at or near the junction between " 
successive papers, substantially as described. 

. 23. In a machine for wrapping newspapers 
and similar articles,the combination of rotat 
ing exterior paper-feeding devices for advanc 
in_g a succession of independent papers, and 
means for guiding a succession of Wrappers> 
to the rotating'and longitudinally-advancing 
papers at an angle to spirally wind the wrap 
pers about the papers,`substanti_ally as de 
scribed.- - '_Í _ _ 

24. In a machine for wrapping newspapers 
and similar articles, the combination of a set 
of rotating exterior feeding devices for ad 
vancing a succession of independent. papers 
to the wrapping-point, a set of vrotating ex 
terior: feeding devices for advancing the 
wrapped papers from the wrapping-point, and 
means for guiding' a succession of wrappers 

- to the rotating and longitudinally-advancing 
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an angle to spirally wind the wrappers about 
thepapers, substantially as described. 

25. The combination of paper-feeding de 
vices for advancing a succession of independ 
ent papers, means for winding a continuous 
wrapper-web about the papers as they are'ad 
vanced to form a continuous spirally-woúnd 
wrapper-_tube inclosing the papers, and means 
for perforating the wrapper-web on lines di 
agonal to the length of the web and at right 
angles to the line of movement of the papers 
to form perforated lines in the wrapper-tube 
at or near the junction between successive 
papers, substantially as described.y ' 

26. The combination of paper-feeding d'e 
vices for advancing a succession of independ 
ent papers, means for winding-a continuous 
wrapper=web about the papers as they are ad 
vanced to form a continuous spirally-wound 
'wrapper-tube inclosing the papers, means' for 
perforating the wrapper-web on lines diagonal 
to the length of the web and at right angles 
to the line of movement of the papers to form 
perforated lines in the Wrapper-tu be at or near ' 
the junction between successive papers, and 
means for severing the wrapper-tube on said 
perforated lines, substantially as described. 

27. The combination of 'paper-feeding de 
vices for advancinga succession of <independ 
ent papers, 'means_forwinding a continuous 
wrapper-web about the papers as they are ad- 
vanced to form a continuous s'pirally-Woundl 
wrapper-tube inclosing the papers, pasting 
devices for applying a line of paste to _one 
edge of the wrapper-web forsecuring together 
the successive 'windings of Wrapper forming 
the wrapper-tube, means for perforating the 
wrapper-web on lines diagonal to the length 
of the web and at right angles to the line of 
movement of the papers to form perforated 
lines in the wrapper-tu be at or near the j unc- ’ 
tion between successive papers, and means 
for severing the wrappeißtube on said perfo 
rated lines, substantially as described. ' 

28. The combination of paper-feeding de 

vices for advancing a succession of independ 
ent papers, means for Winding a continuous 
.wrapper-web about the papers as they are ad 
vanced to form a continuous spirallyLwound 
wrapper-t ube inclosin g the papers“, means for 
'perforating the Wrapper-web on lines diago» 
nal tothe length of the web and at right 'an- 
gles to the line of movement‘of the papers to 
form perforated lines in the wrapper-tube at 
or near the junction between successive pa 
pers,and feeding devices feeding the wrapped 
papers at an increased speed tov break the 
wrapper-tube on the perforated lines, sub 
stantially as described. 

29. The combination of paper feeding and 
rotating devices for advancing a succession 
of independent papers, and feeding-rolls 47 
and'48 for advancing a continuous wrapper 
web to the rotating and longitudinallyad 
vancing papers at an angle to'form a con 
tinuous spirally-wound wrapper-tube about 
the papers, one of said rolls being provided 
with adiagonal perforating-strip 'for perfo 
rating the Wrapper-web in a line at right an 
glesto the line of feed of the papers to form 
:perforated lines in the ywrapper-tube at or 
near the junction between successive papers, 
'substantially as described, 

30. The combination of paper feeding and 
rotating devices for advancing a succession 
vof independent papers, meansfor guiding a 
continuous Wrapper-web to the rotating and 
l'ongî'tudinally-advancing papers at au angle 
tovform a'continnous spirally-wound wrap 
per-tube about the papers, and atension and 
take-up device engaging the wrapper-Web as 
it advances to the papers, substantially as 
described. _ v l . . ' 

In testimony whereof I have hereunto set 
my hand in the presence of two subscribing 
Witnesses. ' `  . ' 

, LUTHER C. CROWELL. 
Witnesses:  

THOMAS KEMP, c 
G. F. READ. 
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